Let's get started…

We know it is all too easy to glide from semester to semester without taking the time to reflect. As we tie a bow on fall semester and look ahead to spring, let's use design thinking to reflect on this semester and prepare for the next. Learning and growth only happens through reflection.

Carve out a few minutes to try the design thinking exercise below. This exercise was created by Stanford Design School's Executive Director, Sara Stein Greenburg, and can help you apply design thinking to make positive change in your life? Why not give it a try?

I have one more holiday treat for you of the design thinking variety. Enjoy!

Holiday Plan Check: Design Thinking

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

#impactWISE Ideation and Pitch competition, which focuses on creative and social entrepreneurs be sure to check out Copenhagen Business School's Pitch Competition and Rice University Business Plan Competition.

ENTP Alumni Board

Learn more about our new ecosystem for the Lake Forest College community.  This competition offers feedback, and guidance from investors and entrepreneurs as well as multiple prize opportunities.

You might win 20,000 DKK!

See you in the 4C in 2023.  #entpreneurship #STEAM #Innovation #tech

FREE FOODS, LLC - EVERY BODY EAT® - THE #CHICAGO COMPANY LAUNCHED IN 2017 MAKES, MARKETS AND SELLS DELICIOUS FOOD THAT IS FREE FROM THE MOST COMMON ALLERGENS. PATRICIA "TRISH" THOMAS, CONTINUES TO SLAY THE SNACK GAME WITH HER MILLION-PIECE BUSINESS...

FINAL DEADLINE FOR SPECIAL FORUMS TO SUBMIT YOUR IDEAS IS JANUARY 20, 2022.

ENTP Venture Opportunities

At Lake Forest College, our entrepreneurs and innovators identify problems worth solving and mobilize the people, resources, and networks to solve them. Our students' ideas start here... and go anywhere and everywhere… Wishing you a restful and restorative holiday break. We hope that you are able to connect with family, friends, and the Lake Forest College community during the Christmas celebration.

For both lines label the highs and lows. Recall and capture in detail what occurred in those moments. These are critical inflection points: they show where conditions for yourself? Choose some interesting ideas to explore and test in apply these insights next semester. What will you try? What worked for you relate to your emotional experience? What helped you learn? What did you learning and ease a sign that you are not)? How did your learning experience productive struggle (where the learning was high and emotional experience) happen during the overlaps or the gaps? Where did you experience inflection points? Where do your lines converge or diverge? What was highs or the lowest lows? What actions led to a turnaround at certain moments of change that either happened to you or you made happen. Look for Patterns and Insights.

On a separate sheet of paper or in a notebook, list all the things you did this semester both big and small. What was it like coming back on to campus? On the right-hand edge or the length of the paper. This 2nd line represents time walking back on to the stage?

When did you feel excited? When were you frustrated or nervous? Take your orange pen (or draw a dashed or dotted line) and map your emotional journey. Map the highs and lows of your emotional journey:

Eat team! Read more